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Runs by a scheduled Apex Job to update the related Visualforce
section presented on the Opportunity layout.

Does the association of the Master and Dependent Offerings Junction
items and applies them for inclusion on the Visualforce page.

Associates Offerings such that one Offering is set as the Master
Offering and one Offering is set as a Dependent Offering. When a
Master Offering is selected in the Quote creation process the
dependent Offering is automatically added to the Quote item selection
screen on the Quote Visualforce screen. It can be included or not as
desired by the user. However it is recommended to be used whenever
there is a desire for adding "up-sale" and/or Required add-on items.

* Add TelCloud Quote Result to Opportunity Line Item Class:
* Purpose:
* - Provide method for users to select and add multiple TelCloud Quote
Results to Opportunity Line Items
* - Supports inputting Quantity for selected result directly on
Visualforce page
* - Supports segmenting results by location for multiple location
opportunties

The Add a Product Wizard allows users to add unique products or
services to Opportunity Products by either selecting items from within
the Salesforce products or by creating a one-time-use-product that will
be added only to this list of Opportunity Products but not to the Price
Book.

* Purpose:
* - Provide enhanced Pricebook search capability using search terms
and NPA/NXX codes
* - Create one of, custom products without adding to the standard
pricebook

This page allows the user to associate multiple locations to a single
Opportunity. In doing so they can add up to 1000 locations to generate
Quote Requests from multiple Suppliers and for multiple services or
products in differing quantities at each location.

Apex Class allows the user to add up to 1000 location in an Account
Hierarchy to a single Opportunity to allow for quoting multiple
locations, with multiple services from multiple underlying providers of
Telecommunication services.

Purpose
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CommissionsBatch

This page provides users the basic information concerning how to to
import commission records from a CSV file into TelCloud
Commissions using the Data Import Wizard, Data Loader, or other
tools.

This page allows the imported commission records to be moved into
Opportunity Commissions. In so doing calculations are completed and
commissions are applied to the recipient at the correct rates.

Formula used to determine the correct value to use when querying the
Opportunity in the import commissions process.
Import_Commission_Query_Supplier_Value__c = :ic.
Supplier_Name__c. Used by the ImportCommissions Apex Class to
match the Supplier Name to the Imported Commission records when
creating Opportunity Commissions. This determines whether the
Supplier Name picklist is in use. If it is not then the value in the
Supplier lookup field is used to match the Opportunity to the Imported
Commissions record.

This will be enabled in the future. Until such time it should not be used.

Page used by related DeleteImportedCommissions Apex Class to
remove Imported Commission records to reduce storage and prevent
accidental duplication of Opportunity Commissions.

* Purpose:
* - Mass delete already processed commission records from the
Imported commissions custom object
* - Minimize storage usage for processed records which have already
been processed and imported into Opportunity Commissions custom
object

Allows the user to convert Opportunity Product Line Items into Assets
with related lists appending to Account and Opportunity records.

Assists in establishing Connections with other Salesforce orgs using
Salesforce to Salesforce (Connection Finder)

Implements the schedule for Apex Job as defined by
CommissionsBatch.

* Purpose:
* - Batch Controller for Commissions batch processing

Executes the calculations and displays them on the Opportunity page
layout VF section InternalOppCommSumm and PartnerOpCommSum.
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* Purpose:
* - Trigger runs when a new deposit record is created and finds all
related import commissions records. It then associates them with the
deposit record to reconcile deposits versus commissions reported.

* Purpose:
* - Associates new Imported Commissions with existing Deposit
Records.
* - Trigger runs when new imported commissions records are created
and matches them to the current deposit record.

* Purpose:
* - Provide method for users to create and configure Quote Product
Requests to submit to the Users Supplier
* - Supports Multiple Locations, Multiple Suppliers and Multiple
Product Type Quoting
* - Supports limiting suppliers to only authorized suppliers via TelCloud
Quotes sharing

* Purpose:
* - Provide functionality to send an Email related to Supplier contact,
we are invoking RequestLocationtable Vf page from this controller to
render vf page as Excel file

